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1. Background

Real estate is undoubtedly playing a major role in global economy throughout the history, and

reasons behind that are simple to understand for most of investors. Real estate has rewarded

investors with strong returns in a world of falling interest rates and established business models.

The professionally managed global real estate investment market size grew by 15 percent, from

USD 7.4 trillion in 2016 to 8.5 trillion in 2017 owing to the increasing population and the

demand for personal household space is pushing the market for a healthy growth in the forecast

period.

Land serves not only as a store of value but many opportunities to generate more wealth. Real

estate is definitely on the top of the list for stable investment and income-producing. However, to

most of the public investors, they all know one fact that investment opportunities are always

limited, and this will unlikely to change. In this whitepaper, not only we will address most of

today’s real estate investment road blocker but also explain how REIST can be the optimal

solution.
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2. Market Overview

For individual investors seeking access to real estate in relatively small amount of capital, there

are real estate mutual funds with shareholdings in REITs and real estate operating companies.

Only couple firms in the investment market are relatively large enough to be in the mid-cap

arena and have expertise and experience in real estate to have produced desirable returns over a

long lock-up period, which is not guaranteed.

The review covered private equity real estate funds that made their first investment between

2005 and 2015. For real estate funds with more than 1 billion or more in assets, the average IRR

was 5.7 percent; for real estate funds with less than $200 million in assets, the net IRR was

11.2%. This is comparatively low to what REIST aim to do. Most of REIST investment

properties’ IRR are over 18%. Most of REIST investment have preferred share so that the

promised target return is guaranteed. REIST provide investors with greater transparency and

control over key aspects of investment decision making.



3. Unresolved Problem-Liquidity

Today, the global real estate market is worth $217 trillion and yet the market still follows the

same model.

Secondary trading of private securities often requires various middlemen such as brokers and

exchanges. In addition, the process for tracking trade activity is manual and costly, and there is a

significant burden on issuers to safeguard against potential regulatory risk. These inefficiencies

can often lead to issuers imposing trade restrictions, making private securities illiquid. To

account for the lack of liquidity, the value of private securities is discounted, preventing issuers

from capturing the full value of the underlying asset.

In the traditional model, one huge downside between real estate and other major asset classes is

liquidity. Private securities have traditionally been highly illiquid. Compared to exchange-traded

securities such as equities and government bonds, real estate markets are not as organized or

efficient as other markets, with incredibly slow transaction times and less efficient price

discovery mechanisms. As a result, capitals are limited to invest in certain geographic real estate,

in order to sell or re-invest again quickly. Not only this will cause CBD real estate price too high

and create bubbles, but also missing tons of better ROI opportunities. On the other hand, low

liquidity can be a long-term disaster when it comes to government real estate regulations



4. Oversea Investors

U.S. Market:

Cross-border investors have a long history of real estate purchases in both United States and

Canada. In more recent transactions and dealings, global investors have remained very sensitive

and active in the U.S. and Canada property markets. Real Capital Analytics put 2017 cross-

border acquisitions at 11 percent of all investment dollars, or $51.6 billion in purchases. The

international investors focus on major markets and on the office and hotel property types, but

also play in the realm of portfolio acquisitions.

Canada’s Market:

During the first quarter of 2018, Canadian real estate firms were the most significant source of

inbound capital, with 20.3 billion.
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Vancouver is the major city in Canada and west coast. Its economy is forecast to grow 2.3

percent in 2019 after seeing 2.9 percent growth in 2018. Overall, the region’s real estate

fundamentals look good and even after years of price increases. Vancouver continues to defy

gravity in terms of commercial investment prospects. It is time to be cautious and opportunistic.

REIST is opportunistic in terms of investing in real estate properties. Foreign investment in the

international real estate could be potentially equal to hundreds of billions of dollars if foreign

investors were properly introduced on how to invest. For example, In the current system,

investors who intend to invest in foreign real estate mainly from 2 sources:

1. Family and friends to obtain referrals to local brokers, who usually will take over

buying/selling and even management of the property. This process is time-consuming, involves

too many intermediaries, and often, investors are not getting a good deal out of it, not even

mentioning the communication problems.

2. Finding a local branch where they handle foreign real estate investment. They provide levels

of education to the investors (usually in group presentation format or investment summit).

However, investors are much more careful dealing with these companies than referrals, because

there were way too many frauds in the foreign real estate investment market. These companies

took advantage of people who cannot read the detailed documents and eventually do not have

much control after they put their investment money in. The core of the problem is the lack of

international standards or comprehensively available platforms for the electronic transfer and

recording tracking of real estate.



Overall, the current system cannot handle international ownership properly and also not a single

tool existed to protect investors and show them enough information in their language to make a

better investment decision.

5. Opportunity

Blockchain technology seep into the real estate sector, bringing opportunities. From land title

registries to processing rental payments, blockchain technology has significantly affected the

value chain in real estate. It is widely anticipated that blockchain will help reduce costs and cut

fraud. The intersection of real estate and blockchain technology is a major trend in real estate.

The volume of capital is not constrained. The key is finding projects that can be executed using

that capital. Imagine some investors take their life saving into one real estate investment, and

crossed fingers hope for the best. Well, this is what most of the individual investors feel like.

Lack of real estate investment resources, inefficient marketing analysis, and low ROI investment

methods are causing these individuals slowly walking away from real estate opportunities.



6. Proposed Solution

REIST stands for real estate investment security token. REIST is built to overcome the obstacles

from international real estate investment. The system is breaking into multiple parts: digital

ledger, online client-side application, investment portal, legal and risk management. First, live

real estate data are collected and store into the blockchain for security and constancy. Therefore,

we know that from the beginning, there will be no misinterpretation on sensitive data. Analysis

data will be continuously computed for the purpose of making more accurate market projection

and comparison. On the application layer, REIST will provide multiple portals for brokers,

investors and visitors to access data. On the other hand, REIST will make the proper legal

document for each case and follow local jurisdictions, where also following KYC/AML

protocols. By REIST system, we are providing:

Access to global real estate opportunities, data analysis, track records, and full management to
prevent any unnecessary risk.

Improved Transparency by taking advantage of blockchain technologies and smart contract,
investors will have access to all the information regarding to distributions of investment,
transaction fees, etc.

Better Cost efficiency from cutting middle man, assist on fees and tax savings with proper
procedures.

Enhanced Liquidity where REIST will be traded in security exchanges and crypto exchanges and
so that say goodbye to 5-10 years lock up period from traditional real estate investment.

Enhanced Flexibility and lower limitations where investors usually have to invest a minimal
amount in one project.

Income Generator from multiple sources and option to invest various of portfolio, which
includes real estate buy/sell, development, lending, rental and joint-venture.



Real asset-backed REIST Tokens’ value is supported by tangible asset, so it will be a stabilized
token. The value of the underlying assets help maintains a relatively stable price and reduce the
volatility in the price of crypto market.

Improved Portfolio Diversification REIST provides investment types including: conservative,
medium or aggressive.

Improved Cross-border Transactions Canada and U.S. real estate has always been two of the
most stable and desirable asset classes in the world, but until recently, international investors
are not able to access these investment opportunities conveniently. REIST provides a blockchain
based platform where investors passing KYC and AML can easily purchase and trade tokens that
are backed by the real estate properties. Faster and safer transaction will also enhance liquidity.

7. REIST System

REIST and Traditional Models Comparison





8. Token Flow Overview

Tokenization and Listing for Trading of Properties

REIST allows property owners and developers to tokenize their assets and list them for trading.

REIST token holders will endeavor to find new properties and also accept incoming requests

from such entities. Initially REIST plans to tokenize properties in select transparent jurisdictions

such as West Coast of the U.S. and Canada, and eventually, as our expertise grows expand

globally to capture further market share. Sourcing and diligence for each jurisdiction will be

done in accordance with existing laws and procedures in each jurisdiction. REIST is developing

a framework for each country which will be implemented and verified on the blockchain via

digital signatures by respective local authorities.

Individual Property Token Offering

After being assessed by the REIST property experts, each individual property project will be

listed on REIST trading system. Also, lawyers and trusts will be able to provide all required

documents and certificates which also help REIST team to supervise any transferring process.

Next step is to release a property token for the trading system. Subscription will be handled via

smart contracts and aggregated into a fund which will be collected via REIST escrow from the

start of the token offering until expiry date set at the start of the process. Investors can use

REIST token to trade for property token. If during offering time, the fund has not reached it’s

softcap, then either REIST reserve fund will be investing to meet the softcap or release tokens

back to the property investors’ address. Otherwise, property token will be minted and send to

investors address. Not only property token can be listed and traded on REIST trading system to

increase liquidity, but also collecting profits and returns from this specific real estate investment.

Details of Property Offerings

REIST has specific requirement and process for listing property tokens which involves the

following:



1. REIST trading dashboard requires all legal documentations for property ownership and

details. Land serves not only as a store of value but many opportunities to generate more

wealth. Real estate is definitely on the top of the list for stable investment and income-

producing. However, to most of the public investors, they all know one fact that investment

opportunities are always limited, and this will unlikely to change. In this whitepaper, not only

we will address most of today’s real estate investment road blocker but also explain how

REIST can be the optimal solution.

2. Each real estate property must be assessed by both REIST professional team and one other

certified third party. Subsequently REIST token holders will be able to vote to modify this

value in general.

3. REIST token holders will vote on the competent legal entity which will verify validity of the

transaction and property in respective jurisdiction.

4. REIST acts as a buying/selling instrument for each property token which are sent by

subscribers during the property token offering stage. Buying and selling property token will

be affect the market price of REIST.

5. Listing fee equal to 3% of the newly issued property tokens are retained by REIST trading

Platform. This fund will be reserved in the escrow account for any necessary legal,

documentation and risk management fee.

6. After the property token takes place, tokens of the asset are listed and trade freely on the

REIST trading platform.

Trading of Tokenized Assets

Holding REIST will share the returns from REIST reserve fund and access to all the listing

property investment project on the REIST trading system. REIST reserve fund will carefully

invest in current and future upcoming projects. This also means that if token holders are not



investing their REIST into listed properties on trading system, management team will combine

the reserve fund with other traditional real estate fund (F2F - Fund to Fund model) to invest in

real estate projects (these are internal project which are not listed on the trading system). REIST

token holders have the authority to withdraw or put their tokens on a “freezing mode” so that

REIST reserve fund cannot gain access to. Token holders also have access to prefer share of each

property REIST reserve fund invested in, which also means token holders’ investment will be

paid off at priority. On the other hand, if REIST token holders decided to invest in public listed

properties, then they can use REIST to trade for property token. Externally, ether and other

tokens may also be traded for REIST on the other exchanges. In general, REIST market price is

represented by the buying/selling on the exchanges (which also indicates more or less investors

want to invest in real estate). And property token price will be determined by its valuation from

each quarterly assessment report.

9. TOKEN ECONOMY

REIST Raise Goal: 3 million USD = Seed round 3 million of REIST

Early investor incentive options:

1. voting right on real estate investment opportunities. For instance, if 3 different external

projects want to listed on REIST but only one spot left,

our internal investors can vote and prioritize the listing.

2. bonus dividend payout. Based on how much REIST that investors hold, they receive bonus

payout beside the return of each investment. This bonus is the sum of the following fees:

a. asset management fee

b. acquisition fee

c. development management fee

d. preferred share bonus. (8%-10% prefer share bonus per annul before the project partners

receive their catch-up return)

e. guarantee risk management (20% carried interest after its limited partners have received their

preferred return)
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